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Abstract: In video error concealment, we estimate any missing information in the video frames as close to the actual data.
In this paper, we present a video error concealment technique, named Convergent Error Concealment Neural
Network (CECNN), based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CECNN is a two-stage process where
it first learns to predict voxel information from the training dataset. It then applies transfer learning using the
pre-trained model from the first stage to produce intermediate outputs. CECNN consists of dedicated paths
for the past and future frames to produce the intermediate outputs, which are then combined to fill the missing
information in the errored frame. The quality of the outputs from CECNN is compared with other techniques,
such as motion vector estimation, error concealment using neighboring motion vectors, and generative image
inpainting. The evaluation results suggest that our CECNN approach would be a good candidate for error
concealment in video decoders.

1 INTRODUCTION

Video error concealment techniques refer to the esti-
mation of missing information or lost data as close as
possible to actual data in the video decoder to improve
the viewers’ quality of experience. In conventional
methods, e.g., motion vector estimation (Tsekeridou
and Pitas, 2000) or using the neighboring motion vec-
tors (Chen et al., 1997), the lost data is replaced by
predicting the missing data using the previously re-
constructed error-free frames or the error-free neigh-
boring blocks of the frame. However, the current
advancements in deep learning techniques, such as
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), have opened
new avenues for researchers to investigate alterna-
tives, e.g., (Xiang et al., 2019) and (Mahmud et al.,
2018), to conventional error concealment techniques.

This paper presents a novel CNN-based video
error concealment network called Convergent Error
Concealment Neural Network (CECNN). Unlike the
commonly used single path neural networks, CECNN
comprises separate paths for preceding and succeed-
ing frames. Various image and video datasets consist-
ing of a variety of objects and backgrounds can train
our CECNN model to conceal errors in video frames
with the help of transfer learning (Torrey and Shavlik,
2009). Transfer learning helps to utilize knowledge
gained from the previous dataset to extract unseen

features in the new dataset. Therefore, CECNN does
not need re-training from scratch to train the model
with various datasets. This approach speeds up the
learning process and offers a more accurate and effi-
cient model for error concealment in any previously
unseen video.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides a brief overview of the related works.
Section 3 covers our proposed approach. In Section
4, we present our experimental setup and results. Fi-
nally, we give our concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Traditional error concealment techniques can be di-
vided into spatial and temporal domain techniques,
e.g., (Aign and Fazel, 1995), where the lost area is
concealed using spatially neighboring pixels or avail-
able information from the past or future frames are
used, respectively. Switching between spatial and
temporal domain techniques have also been discussed
in some papers, e.g., (Ho and Chang, 2014). How-
ever, these techniques might not be effective if the
lost area is large. Another approach considered is
motion vector estimation during error concealment in
the decoder, e.g., (Tsekeridou and Pitas, 2000) and
(Shirani et al., 2000b), similar to the motion estima-
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tion in a video encoder. Error concealment based on
neighboring motion vectors, e.g., (Chen et al., 1997),
assumes that the surrounding motion vectors to the
lost macroblock (MB) are available. Error conceal-
ment using side information, e.g., (Hadizadeh et al.,
2013), sends an additional low-resolution version of
the image frame as side information to assist error
concealment. Pixel-wise post-processing technique,
e.g., (Atzori et al., 2001), is another form of error con-
cealment where inside the loss concealed area, MBs
are refined using mesh-based warping. In error con-
cealment with error propagation, e.g., (Usman et al.,
2016), a missing frame between two received frames
is interpolated using motion trajectory and then the
error concealment quality is improved by adaptive fil-
tering. Furthermore, shape preservation loss conceal-
ment techniques, e.g. (Shirani et al., 2000a), aim to
recover the object’s shape in the lossy frames.

In recent years, researchers have been focusing
on the use of deep neural network for video error
concealment. For example, the FINNiGAN model
(Koren et al., 2017) uses generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) while performing frame interpolation.
Similarly, a GAN consisting of one completion net-
work and one discriminator network is used by the au-
thors in (Xiang et al., 2019) that follows an encoder-
decoder structure. Likewise, an adversarial learning
framework using conditional GAN (cGAN) is pro-
posed in (Mahmud et al., 2018) to reconstruct a frame
when one or more frames are missing in a multi-
camera scenario. However, the FINNiGAN model
produces some unrelated details while trying to fill
in details within the high motion region of the video,
and the GAN in (Xiang et al., 2019) only uses tem-
poral information from the past frames and omits the
information from future frames.

Other works involving neural networks include
image inpainting. The authors in (Liu et al., 2018)
proposed the use of a partial convolution layer with
an automatic mask update. However, this model does
not work well in images which has thin structured
objects in it, e.g., handlebars on the door. The au-
thors in (Radford et al., 2015) introduced a different
class of CNN and called it DCGAN, which works
well for an image classification task but not for re-
gression tasks like video error concealment. Sim-
ilarly, the authors in (Yu et al., 2018) proposed a
feed-forward CNN which can process images with
multiple loss at arbitrary locations and with variable
sizes. It is an enhancement of baseline generative
image inpainting network (Iizuka et al., 2017) which
has shown promising visual results for inpainting im-
ages of faces, building facades, and natural images.
However, these image inpainting techniques consider

spatial information and do not use knowledge of tem-
poral information in video sequences. The approach
in (Sankisa et al., 2018) combines convolutional long
short-term memory (LSTM) model and simple con-
volutional layers which predict optical flow using the
existing optical flows of the previous frames. How-
ever, the model needs to know the location of the er-
ror in the frame and it only uses frames from the past
to train the model. Similarly, the authors in (Sankisa
et al., 2020) presented a deep learning framework us-
ing capsule network architecture that uses motion as
an instantiation parameter to encode motion in videos
followed by motion-compensated error concealment
using the extracted motion. However, this network
model has been demonstrated to work with video se-
quences from the same training dataset. Very recently,
a flow-based video completion algorithm is proposed
in (Gao et al., 2020) which maintains the sharpness
of the video but it produces arbitrary content in large
missing regions within the video frames. Similarly,
the authors in (Zeng et al., 2020) proposed a joint
Spatial-Temporal Transformer Network (STTN) for
video inpainting to concurrently fill lost regions in all
video frames. However, STTN fails to generate ac-
curate contents to fill lost regions in the video frames
which have motion contents. Finally, a video inpaint-
ing method is proposed in (Liu et al., 2021) which
aligns the frames at a feature level via implicit motion
estimation and aggregates temporal features to syn-
thesize missing content by aligning reference frames
with target frame. However, this method is not suit-
able for practical applications.

From the above discussion, we can see that there
are existing methods presented by different authors
where GANs, inpainting models, and architectures of
CNNs are used for video error concealment. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, there are no works
or experiments in video error concealment using CNN
architecture which uses information from both the
past and future video frames. Also, the existing ap-
proaches did not consider transfer learning to make
use of spatial and temporal information from both the
past and future frames to conceal errors in video data.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

Figure 1 and Figure 2 jointly represent our CECNN
approach. In Figure 1, we show the model training
stage. In this first stage, both the original images and
video frames from the training datasets along with
simulated errors (such as missing blocks and slices)
in those images/frames are passed to the network and
voxel information of error concealed image/frame is
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Figure 1: CECNN training stage.

Figure 2: Trained CECNN with upper and lower path models connected via transfer learning.

predicted. During this training stage, the neural net-
work performs regression tasks by operating in the
temporal and spatial dimensions to learn voxel-related
features. The CECNN training stage has eight layers,
including six convolutional layers, a pooling layer,
and an upsampling layer. Except for the last output
layer, all the convolutional layers use relu as the acti-
vation function. The convolution is computed as per
Equation 1. Equation 1 is the summation of dot prod-
ucts of the input image and filter values. The first
layer of CECNN is a convolutional layer with 64 fil-
ters of size 3×3, where 3×3 is the height and width
of convolutions, respectively. It creates feature maps
that help identify different features in an image like
angles, vertical or horizontal lines, edges, etc., by
convolving the filter over the input image. The sec-
ond layer is a max-pooling layer of size 4×4 which
can be expressed as per Equation 2. In Equation 2,
Ix is input, P is pooling window size, and S is the
stride. This layer steadily reduces the spatial size of
the feature maps produced by the previous layer, and
it reduces the number of parameters and computations
in our network. This reduced dimensionality of fea-
ture maps or image representation is later increased
in the seventh layer. The second layer is followed by
the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth layers, which are all
convolutional layers and each with 64 filters of size
4×4, where 4×4 is the height and width of convolu-
tions. We stacked four convolutional layers because it
allows hierarchical decomposition of the dimension-
ally reduced feature maps and increases our network’s
performance. The authors in (Sainath et al., 2013)
also attained a similar result by stacking convolutional
layers. The seventh layer is an upsampling layer of

size 2×2 denoted by Equation 3.

y[n] = x[n]∗h[n] = ∑k x[k]∗h[n+ k],kε[−∞,+∞] (1)

[ Ix−P
S

]
+1 (2)

O[x′,y′] = I[(int)(x+0.5),(int)(y+0.5)],x = x′
K ,y =

y′
K (3)

In Equation 3, O[x′,y′] is upsampled output, I[x,y]
is input, K is an upsampling factor, and (int) denotes
interpolation, which is followed by the last layer. Our
model reconstructs the dimensionally reduced image
representation during upsampling in the seventh layer.
The last layer is the output layer which is also a con-
volutional layer with three filters of size 3×3 and uses
sigmoid as the activation function. It receives up-
sampled image representation from the previous layer
and produces the output image of dimension equal to
that of the input image, which is 256×256×3 where
256×256 is height, width, and 3 is the number of color
channels, respectively. The last layer convolves the
upsampled image representation with three filters of
size 3×3 so that it produces the output image of di-
mension equal to that of the input image. The three
filters produce three color components of the error
concealed image: red, blue, and green. After the
training, the model is saved for the error concealment
stage.

In Figure 2, we present the error concealment pro-
cess using transfer learning. Transfer learning (Torrey
and Shavlik, 2009) is a technique in machine learning
where a neural network model produced for a task is
reused as the starting position for a model in another
task. We use it in CECNN to re-purpose the already
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trained model from the training stage. We deploy two
separate paths in this stage, one for the past frames
and one for the future frames with respect to the er-
rored frame, so that the outputs from each of these
two paths can be used to get the final error concealed
video frame. For the upper path, past frames with ar-
tificial errors and the original past frames are given as
input, and the voxel information is predicted. Simi-
larly, future frames with artificial errors and the orig-
inal future frames are passed into the lower path of
our network. The motivation for including a separate
path for future frames in our proposed approach is to
make CECNN use temporal information from the suc-
ceeding frames because the actual information miss-
ing in the errored frame can be temporally similar to
its succeeding frames. During the transfer learning
process, at first, the same pre-trained model from the
training stage is used as starting point for both the up-
per and lower paths. Likewise, both upper and lower
paths are completed by stacking more convolutional
layers at the end of pre-trained models in each path.
While forming these paths, we do not include the last
(output) layer from the saved model from the previ-
ous stage because we add more convolutional layers
at the end of the saved models. Furthermore, layers of
the pre-trained models are frozen to reduce computa-
tional time for training. This architecture in Figure 2
can be treated as a simple non-sequentially stacked
neural network model comprising of CNNs that flows
through two paths and converges at a point. As can
be seen in Figure 2, these saved models are both con-
nected with two other convolutional layers - the first
layer with 64 filters of size 4×4 and the other layer
with three filters of size 3×3. The newly connected
first layer uses relu, and the other layer uses sigmoid
as the activation function. This newly formed network
for transfer learning is trained again on the fly with
available video frames (i.e., past and future frames
with respect to the error frame being processed) with
artificial errors as training data. The upper path model
in Figure 2 is trained with a maximum of two hundred
past frames or less if fewer past frames are available.
Similarly, the lower path model is trained with a max-
imum of two hundred future frames or less if fewer
future frames are available that come after the errored
frame. A maximum of 200 preceding and 200 suc-
ceeding frames were chosen so that our model takes
less training time but gets sufficient training data to
reasonably produce the output. However, CECNN
does not need to be trained with 200 preceding and
200 succeeding frames for each errored frame in a
practical setting. Instead, a recently trained model can
be used. Also, the respective parameters for the num-
ber of frames for training, frequency of training, and

Input: trained model and video frame
Output: error concealed frame
Step-1:
channel dimension = input frame dimension;
path model = load trained model;
remove last layer from path model;
freeze all the layers from path model;
add convolutional 2D layer with 4×4 conv 64

filter at the end of path model;
add convolutional 2D layer with 3×3 conv

channel dimension filter at the end of
path model;

upper path model = path model;
lower path model = path model;
if sufficient frames available or input frame

has error then
load & normalize available frames as
training data;

simulate loss in training data;
train upper path model and
lower path model;

end
Step-2:
if input frame has error then

errored frame = load and normalize input
frame;

generate intermediate outputs using
(upper path model, errored frame) and
(lower path model, errored frame);

generate and return error concealed
output frame by combining the
intermediate outputs;

end
Algorithm 1: Error concealment using transfer learning.

if the newly error concealed frames to be included in
the training can be set depending on the intended use
of the CECNN model.

Now, once CECNN is trained using transfer learn-
ing, the errored video frame is passed through both
upper path and lower path models, and CECNN pro-
duces two corresponding intermediate outputs. We
combine the collocating data blocks from these out-
puts lost in the errored frame. The combination of the
collocating blocks from these intermediate outputs is
performed with a weighted average method (Li et al.,
2017). This method uses root mean square to calcu-
late the average of pixel values, as per Equation 4,
because integer value in Red Green Blue (RGB) color
code is the square root of the actual color value as
per (Hoffman, 1998). Moreover, pixel-level fusion is
the lowest level of image fusion that keeps more raw
data as much as possible to provide rich and accurate
image information, which are not provided by other
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fusion methods according to the authors in (Hui and
Binbin, 2009). Finally, we fill the missing informa-
tion in the errored frame using these combined blocks,
producing the error concealed video frame. This er-
rored frame can be in any video, from low-resolution
to 4K videos. In Algorithm-1, we give the steps for
error concealing using the transfer learning process
shown in Figure 2.

R =

√
R2

upper+R2
lower

2 ,G =

√
G2

upper+G2
lower

2 ,B =

√
B2

upper+B2
lower

2 (4)

In Equation 4, upper and lower represent the color of
output images from upper and lower paths for red (R),
green (G) and blue (B) colors.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing

We used Celeba (Liu et al., 2015) and Hollywood2
(Marszalek et al., 2009) datasets. Celeba is a large-
scale face attributes dataset containing more than
200K celebrity facial images of size 256×256 pix-
els. Hollywood2 is a dataset with 12 types of human
actions (e.g., eating, fighting, running) and 10 types
of scenes (e.g., house, shop, restaurant) distributed
over 3669 video clips. These video clips were con-
verted to thousands of images of size 256×256 pix-
els before training to match the Celeba dataset. We
used OpenCV to extract and convert video frames
into 256×256 sized images. However, the dimension
of the input video can be of any valid dimension for
training and error concealment.

4.2 Training

CECNN can be trained with any number of datasets.
For the results reported in this paper, we selected the
first 10,000 images from the Celeba dataset and 200
video clips from the Hollywood2 dataset. For train-
ing, at first, 5 to 15 random blocks of size rang-
ing from 5×5 pixels to 30×30 pixels, then 5 to 15
random slices of the image of size 256 (width) × 8
(height) were randomly removed from all the frames.
The number and sizes of the lost blocks were arbi-
trarily chosen to replicate the data loss scenario as
per (Yu et al., 2018). During the training, individ-
ual frames from the video data and their correspond-
ing errored video data are passed into the network
as input. The upper- and lower-paths of the network
model are trained with past and future frames, respec-
tively. Unlike original works on CNN used explicitly

for classification, we are using CNN for the regres-
sion task, which is video error concealment. There-
fore, our experiments did not include a classification
step. Instead, the models are primarily used for mod-
eling voxel information to fill the missing informa-
tion in the errored video frame. For this reason, we
used mean-squared error (MSE) as the overall loss
function. Likewise, the initial learning rate was set at
0.001 and a momentum decay of 0.9 with adam opti-
mizer, which is also the parameters used in the similar
task like (Sankisa et al., 2020). The training loss sta-
bilized after about 100 epochs. After the training of
upper- and lower-path models, these two trained mod-
els are connected using transfer learning and trained
again as shown in Figure 2. Finally, the errored frame
is passed through the upper and lower paths to gener-
ate the error concealed frame.

4.3 Results

The objective of our performance evaluation is two
folds - first, to compare the CECNN error conceal-
ment quality with two conventional error concealment
techniques, MVE (Tsekeridou and Pitas, 2000) and
NMV (Chen et al., 1997), and neural network-based
generative image inpainting (GII) technique (Yu et al.,
2018) and secondly, to show the effectiveness of in-
troducing two separate paths for the past and the fu-
ture frames. In our performance tests, we simulated
errors in the video frames by removing blocks of pix-
els as well as dropping slices. The quality assess-
ment metrics we used for evaluation are PSNR, MS-
SSIM, and MSE. We used Keras1 to train our model
on Google Colab. GPUs like NVIDIA K80, P100, P4,
T4, and V100 are provided in Google Colab. More-
over, the standard split ratio for our training and test-
ing data is 80:20.

4.3.1 Comparison with Other Methods

Simulating Random Blocks of Error: In Figure 3, we
show three sample original frames (a,b,c) from Bus
and Flower videos2, and a sample from the Holly-
wood2 dataset, their respective errored frames (d,e,f)
where we have manually removed some blocks of
size ranging from 5×5 pixels to 30×30 pixels, and er-
ror concealed frames using MVE (g,h,i), NMV (j,k,l),
GII (m,n,o), and CECNN (p,q,r) methods. We chose
video samples with action variations in them. For ex-
ample, in Figure 3(a), a moving bus is passing by a
pole. In Figure 3(b), a person is inside a moving car,
and an open flower garden with a lamp post is in the

1https://keras.io/api/applications/
2http://trace.eas.asu.edu/yuv/index.html
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Figure 3: Original (a,b,c), errored frames (d,e,f) simulating
random error blocks, error concealed frames using MVE
(g,h,i), NMV (j,k,l), GII (m,n,o), and CECNN (p,q,r).

frame in Figure 3(c). We simulated random data loss
at different visible areas within these original video
frames. For example, there is loss of data on the pole
in Figure 3(d), in between cheek, nostril, and chin on
the person’s face as shown in Figure 3(e), and in the
lamp post, the window of the house and other loca-
tions in the flower garden as shown in Figure 3(f).

In Figure 3(g-r), the resultant error concealed
frames using MVE, NMV, GII, and CECNN are
presented, and their respective PSNR, MS-SSIM,

a b c

d e f

Figure 4: Original (a), errored frame (b) simulating slice
loss, error concealed frame using MVE (c), NMV (d), GII
(e) and CECNN (f).

and MSE values are given in Table 1. Although
CECNN was trained with only Hollywood2 and
Celeba datasets, we get better results with new videos
(e.g. Bus and Flower) which do not belong to these
datasets because we trained our network on the fly
using transfer learning so that the quality of the er-
ror concealed outputs produced by CECNN remains
consistent.

From Figure 3(p,q,r), we can see that our proposed
CECNN produces better results than MVE and NMV,
and it also produces results as good as GII while con-
serving the structure of the object/person in the lost
part of the video frames after error concealment. For
example, the structure of the woman’s face and the
pole is conserved in Figure 3(p) compared to Figure
3(g) and Figure 3(j). In Figure 3(q), the person’s face
is visually better than outputs in Figure 3(h) and Fig-
ure 3(k). Similarly, CECNN filled up the lost part
of the lamp in the lamp post with lamp-like informa-
tion as shown in Figure 3(r) compared to the outputs
in Figure 3(i) and Figure 3(l). Finally, PSNR, MS-
SSIM, and MSE values presented in Table 1 also sup-
port the above observations.

Simulating Slice Loss: In Figure 4, we show one
sample original frame, its errored frame where we
manually removed four slices of size 256×8 from the
video frame data, and error concealed frame using
MVE, NMV, GII, and CECNN. In Figure 4(a), the
head of a person is moving and a portion of the head
can be seen. Figure 4(b) shows simulated data loss
due to lost slices in Figure 4(a). Similarly, Figure 4(c),
4(d), 4(e) and 4(f) show the error concealed frames
obtained from MVE, NMV, GII, and CECNN, respec-
tively. In Figure 4(f), we can see that error concealed
output frame from our CECNN looks visually better.
For quantitative analysis, we present the PSNR, MS-
SSIM, and MSE values for Figure 4(c-f) in Table 2
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Table 1: Error concealment quality using MVE, NMV, GII, and CECNN for random loss.

Image Method PSNR MS-SSIM MSE
Figure 3(g) MVE 36.792244 0.998646 13.60994
Figure 3(j) NMV 36.274521 0.997112 15.333038
Figure 3(m) GII 38.579472 0.998062 9.018478
Figure 3(p) CECNN 39.129711 0.998474 7.945282
Figure 3(h) MVE 39.734142 0.996459 6.912994
Figure 3(k) NMV 41.926872 0.997534 4.172470
Figure 3(n) GII 34.303223 0.996068 24.141144
Figure 3(q) CECNN 42.479977 0.998113 3.673523
Figure 3(i) MVE 30.976776 0.991669 5.928131
Figure 3(l) NMV 31.595686 0.992517 45.031021
Figure 3(o) GII 47.734299 0.999495 1.095596
Figure 3(r) CECNN 33.412643 0.994736 29.635757

Table 2: Error concealment quality using MVE, NMV, GII, and CECNN for slice loss.

Image Method PSNR MS-SSIM MSE
Figure 4(c) MVE 28.368511 0.936281 94.673676
Figure 4(d) NMV 28.056870 0.973456 101.716980
Figure 4(e) GII 32.677994 0.983414 25.887426
Figure 4(f) CECNN 35.640781 0.987977 13.086094

Table 3: Error concealment quality for upper, lower, and combined paths of CECNN.

Image Method PSNR MS-SSIM MSE
Figure 5(e) Upper 28.4618 0.9676 68.344
Figure 5(g) Lower 28.5565 0.9680 66.870
Figure 5(i) Combined 28.5629 0.9679 66.772
Figure 5(f) Upper 33.3130 0.9944 30.323
Figure 5(h) Lower 32.8422 0.9934 33.795
Figure 5(j) Combined 33.4126 0.9947 29.635

which shows that the CECNN gives a better result.

4.3.2 Effectiveness of using Two Paths in
CECNN

During the transfer learning process (in Figure 2), as
the first step, upper and lower paths are trained with
preceding and succeeding video frames, respectively.
Then an errored video frame is passed through both
paths to obtain two different intermediate outputs -
one from the upper path and another from the lower
path. The final error concealed output is obtained
from these two intermediate outputs by combining
the collocating blocks of data from these outputs. To
show the efficacy of this approach, we present two
original frames from a custom video and Flower video
in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). In Figure 5(c) and
Figure 5(d), we show errored versions of the orig-
inal frames representing slice loss and random er-
ror blocks. Figure 5(e) and Figure 5(f) show the er-
ror concealed form of the errored frames in Figure
5(c) and Figure 5(d) respectively using the upper path

only. Similarly, Figure 5(g) and Figure 5(h) show the
error concealed form of the errored frames in 5(c) and
Figure 5(d) respectively using the lower path only. Fi-
nally, error concealed output combining both the in-
termediate outputs from the upper and the lower paths
for each errored frame are produced and shown in
Figure 5(i) and Figure 5(j).

In Table 3, we give the PSNR, MS-SSIM, and
MSE values for the error concealed outputs presented
in Figure 5(e-j). We can see that error concealed
frames combining the intermediate outputs from the
upper and the lower paths give better PSNR, MS-
SSIM, and MSE values compared to the upper or the
lower path separately.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a CNN-based video error
concealment technique named CECNN. CECNN uses
both the spatial information of the errored frame and
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Figure 5: Original (a,b), errored frames (c,d), and error con-
cealed frames from CECNN upper path (e,f), lower path
(g,h), and combined (i,j).

the temporal information from past and future frames,
unlike the existing works that only use either spa-
tial domain information or past frames’ data to pre-
dict the missing part of the errored frame. CECNN
model also consists of two stages - training and trans-
fer learning. CECNN is first trained with various im-

age and video datasets, and then the missing informa-
tion is estimated as close as possible in the errored
video frames using transfer learning. This approach
speeds up the learning process and offers a more accu-
rate and efficient model for video error concealment.
When trained with different datasets from various do-
mains, the CECNN learns more variations to conceal
errors more accurately as complex functional relation-
ships between the input and output data can be learned
by neural networks. Given the relatively lightweight
nature of our proposed CECNN model, it would be
a good candidate for error concealment in video de-
coders.
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